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The East.anglia Committee of 100 were the organisers of the demonstration
at the V-Bomber base, R,A,F_ Marham, in Norfolk, two Saturday's ago — May llth.
Demonstrators were arriving throughout the morning at the village of Swaffham,

ya couple of miles from the base, and by the time things were scheduled to start,
at two o'clock, there must have been several hundred mingling with the marketday shoppers and plain clothes policemen, (The latter were on the look-out for
distributors of R,S,G,6,)

»

t_The demonstration started with a mock auction of the base and its contents.
After they had been duly disposed of (at derisory prices), and those who wished
had equipped themselves with stickers announcing "Reclaimed for Peaceful Purposes", the demonstrators boarded coaches and cars to go to the base to claim
their property. T

This ‘motorcade’ formed a pretty impressive sight;

there

must have been something like ten or eleven coaches and as many or more cars,
‘winding their way nose to tail around part of the l0 mile perimeter towards the
point at which entry was to be made. Police and.H,A,F, men with dogs and walkio
talkies' were much in evidence on the perimeter.
The column numbered about 450-500 people — there must have been.manyva;rhamrt
bothered to go the auction — and as it came near to the main gate, we found a
great mass of police and R,A,F, men.guarding the entrance and the perimeter on
either side, and a considerable length of barbed wire.
This hadnit been there
three days before, when the defences had been surveyed.

There was very little violence then — most demonstrators got torn clothing
and bruises — but the ordinary R,A,F, men were generally pretty calm, and very
few demonstrators lost their tempers. .Aftor the initial entry, many of us tried
to get in again but few managed to touch ground on the other side, and those who
did were thrown back almost immediately, for the R,A,F, were standing only armslengths apart along a quarter mile length of wire, with plenty reserves, includ-

_ ing dogs, in the background,

.A plan was made to make a concerted attempt on

the"wire at the sound of a car horn, but this flopped, as the defence was
quite impenetrable.
0

__

now

After what must have been about a couple of hours a meeting was called,
and it was announced that a dozen or more of those who had got in at first had
been arrested and charged under section l of the Official Secrets Act, i,e.,
"with entering a prohibited place for a purpose prejudicial to the safety and
i
interests of the state".
The feeling of the meeting was that we should.adjourn
to Shouldham, where temporary courts had been set up in a schoolroom, to, at
the least,express solidarity with those arrested.
|.
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Eventually an impromptu meeting formed at which the view was expressed
T

Continued overleaf.
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that the authorites had bcen.unjust in arresting only a few of those who had
broken into the base, and in charging those who had ct in under the Official,
“Secrets Act, for which the penalties can be severe, %evidently*in.anattsmpt
at a ‘policy of deterrence’). .An apparent majority of the meeting supported
the idea that the best way of expressing solidarity with those arrested was to
be arrested themselves for the same offence, i.e. to return to the base. Some
promised to return the following Saturday, while others decided to return
right then.
It was then about eight o'clock at night. A5 or 50 sett off in
one coach and drove to a spot on the perimeter which was ‘defended’ by' only
one a,a.r. man with a radio,
This spot adjoined the ‘quick reaction centre’
‘in which planes stand ready to make use of the notorious 'four'minutes. The

gredter~numbcr*ofrtnose¥dcmonstratcrs*climbed*the-fence,,igncred@the*R;AtF.
11*?~T1}‘h@111f1 "FT_9»11'§i3§1-,!;3Q%j@,3?',Q_ﬁ;5
__§§,’;1f’@;E{"S
in the direction of a main runrray, singing
ban the bomb songs as they walked.
It was a brave and impressive sight.
P
:,*Thoy made about 500 yards and were well on to the runway before several
coach loads of defenders caught them.
They then sat down and were carried 0
off in.coaches. TAs these later prisoners did not arrive at tho courts until
late in the evening, these were sitting until midnight, and those who had not
been arrostod'ncro occupied in bailing out those who had. a Many people stood
surety for more than one person, but oven so several prisoners had no—ono to
bail thom out and were sent to gaol, at Norwich, or Holloway.
At midnight T
the courts closed, and the demonstration ended, for that day anyway. T
About the composition of the marchers it is difficult to say. They came
from all parts, but the two largest single contingents appeared to be those
from London, and from Cambridge.
Only one banner was carried, that of the
Oxford Anarchists.
T
O '
y
O
1.

elf the success of the demonstration is to be judged by the publicity it
gets, first Marham must probably be judged a failure.
The extent of press
coverage was pretty poor, and its character oxocrable.
The fact that the
demonstrators had gone back to the base later on was scarcely noticed - doubtless the reporters had gone home by then — and the ”Worker' didn't deign to
notice that those arrested had been charged under the Official Secrets ,Act.
rapparently T;V. News gave a short amount of time to the demonstration,
and the preparations for the defence or the base were shown on.Anglia TQV. on
the Friday night.
,_
at
D.A. Reporter O
‘I

Editorial Note
.,,g_r A.
,,, T
'n
y- Thi$ T¢pQrt had to be out due to restricted space.
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‘ﬁhy Marham No,2?
Quite simply, to defy the Official Secrets Act which
to say the least is vicious. But the authorities both civil and military had

other ideas
'When.we arrived at the pub about 5 miles from the base, we were informed
that we were to be kept off the base at any cost,
After about half an hour we marched to the base, smelling to high heaven
of aniseed, good job that stuff doesn't affect humans in the same way as it
does dogs.

On reaching the road leading to the base, the march broke up and

made its way across the fields to the edge of the base about % mile away,

‘Ne

were greeted by a line of police, civil and military, plus airforoe personnel

standing shoulder to shoulder. .As some of the demonstrators went over so they
were flung back, police were refusing to arrest them, this performance went
on for a considerable time, demonstrators were trying to reason.With the defenders but as Albert Hunt wrote in Peace News 17.5.65, "I couldn't find the
language."
The grotesque part about the demonstration.was the fact that the service
police were actually enjoying throwing the demonstrators back, rubbing their
hands, entreating them to try again.
This was not just good natured banter,
but vicious militari m,
I make no complaint about this, because it is to be
expected, service police could crawl under a snakes belly wearing a top hat
Without touching the snake, they are so low, one must recognise, you have to
be a no—good—bastard to even contemplate such a job.
It mas obvious at this stage of the demo, that the authorities didn't
want to enlarge the numbers already charged under the Official Secrets.Act.
Demonstrattrs began to circle round the base, but through the walkie talkie
sets, the defenders were alerted to our every move, reinforcements were rushed
from one spot to another.
Some demonstrators managed to penetrate about a0
yards into the base on one occasion. One demonstrator was apprehended,actually
taken to the blood wagon, then escorted off the base without being arrested.
Another demonstrator challenged the police to arrest him, but was pushed back
over the wire.
A.young girl was arrested, charged, then the charge was dropped, charged again, that was dropped and then she was told to shove off.
v This backward and forward.performance was not only tiring but frustrating, and some of us drifted back to Shouldham to see if any thing was happening at the Courts.
By ?.5O p.m,, Shouldham was packed,
vAbout 2O people
were arrested for obstructing the police, plus about 40 who eventually were
arrested on the base, also charged with obstruction.
O
‘las the demo successful? From the point of view of solidarity, yes,
about LOO people went to Marham the second time expecting imprisonment.
The Marham battle was won by the comrades who went back to the base in
the evening of the first Marham, because if they hadn't taken.the initiative,
the original 12 arrested would have been well and truly Hone’. Marham No.2
Continued overleaf,,,.
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clinched the matter and the Crown "Swallowed" with a capital S.
'Nhen.those remanded appeared before the courts at Downham Market on Saturday, May 25, fines and costs totalling,£l,2OO were imposed byoa sundry collection of the local "gentry" on the benches,

Eleven of the accused were

jailed for terms from 7 days to three months (Terry Standley),

No

matter

"what the original charge - obstruction, incitement, or SectionQLof the Official Secrets Act — all the defendants found themselves dealt with under new
charges, brought under Sections 5 and 8 of the Official Secrets Act.
Sentences for the same charge varied enormously, apparently according to the whim
of the particular bunch on the bench.
The following details of our own comrades and friends illustrate the point:
"TONY SNYTHE1

Fined.£20, with £5 costs, bound over for 2 years in the
sum of $25, Two months to pay — or two months inside.
'WYNFORD HICKS: Fined £25, with la days to pay — or la days inside. Bound
sh
over for 5 years,
L
s

PETER TURNER:

Fined £20 — or three months inside.

BRIAN RICHARDSON: (five previous convictions): Fined £20,'with.£5 costs,
_
bound over for 2 years in sum of,B25,
ARTHUR ULOTH: No fine, but £5 costs.
Bound over for 2 years in sum of
£25.
_
You pay your money ~ and they make the choice!

So

scarce: SIT—DO.*TN or PAY UP
DONATIONS TO » J N,Stevenson,

6, Stainforth Rd,, Enfield, Middx,

‘DIRECT ACTION’ with solidarity is the answer to the State machine,
it is Joe Soap's only weapon in ‘any field‘ in the struggle for real freedom.
It's up to you, you and.you, no one else can fight the battle,

Bill Christopher
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en etter to
abouos ea er
Dear Harold,
'\
|

I

It's a great pleasure to write to you this time, now that we are,
in your own words, "riding high" towards the General Election.
It wonlt be
long now till you and the Missus are moving into No.10.
First, I must commend your dynamic leadership in the House and
particularly your debating skill. This came out wonderfully in.the Beeching
Plan debate, though I wasn't quite clear after reading Hansard just what our
alternative, comprehensive, fully-integrated plan for transport is.
But that
idea of yours about the use of publicly—owned hovercraft in the remote areas~
is a winner, and I was with you all the way when youitold the railway workers
facing the sack to leave their redundancy problems to the politicians in Parliament.
They've just got to realise that strikes might hit us at the Elections, and how the Tories would go on about unofficial and politifal strikes,
just like you did, onlymore so.
2
I
,At the Local Elections Victory Social we were all jubilant,
Our
local MP couldn't attend, but sent an encouraging apology and his spokesman,
Councillor Blott, got quite a cheer when.he quoted some of your jokes at the
expense of Macmillan, like when you called him "Mac—Nillicent", after you'd
referred to the Vassal Case as "That was the Leak thmflas."
As Councillor
Blott said, you'd beva match for Jimmy Edwards any day.
Of course, Bro.
Grundiman, our troublemaker, had to start talking about "corny comedy" and
picked on that bit where you said the Tories were a "discredited group of ideologues". A He said he'd heard of dialogues, monologues and synagogues, but
ideologuesl
He's always showing off his bit of knowledge, but quite candidly,
Harold, we were all a bit puzzled and, take an.old friendh advice and keep a
bit closer to the vernacular;
You know what I mean, as there are still some
ordinary workers who attend our meetings.
A
.And havenlt you been getting some excellent publicity lately? That
special feature in "Time and Tide", the one called "HaroldlNilson's Secret Retreat", about your Scilly bungalow, was really good. Full of information, too.
I was very pleased to read about how we’ve got.£500,000 in our Election kitty,
three times as much as the Tories.
Also that newt month we will start your
vote winning plan to spend at least.£5,000 a week on large-scale, professional
advertising and that big spaces have been booked in the national dailies,
"angled" for different parts of the country.
This angling_i§ important -I can see that, because what will pull in the Newcastle votes wouldn't always
catch this Orpington.Ean we're out after.
,And as it says in the same magaS

I

Continued on page 7
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Laurens Otter's easy acceptance of the myth of the managerial revolution
inNDirect.ActionP (Hay) will, if he follows this particular course, no doubt
end with him declaring to the world that a social revolution was carried out
by the Labour Party from l9h5~5l.

It might be said, for a start, that Laurens Otter has the company of the
right wing "Socialist" intellectual C,A.R. Crosland as one of the unedifying
bunch of yes—men who accept Burnham‘s thesis as concerns the managerial revolution theory -- perhaps he might look at Croslands latest book, "The Conservative Enemy", in which he attacks the New Left with an ugly venom for having
questioned the managerial revolution's reality.
One wonders why'Crosland is
quite so nasty in this book to the New Left writers, who claim that control is
not with the managers in modern capitalist society,
"
—
Some time ago "The Observer" Qf.2.6l) informed us that the directors of
Shell were very much products of the Managerial Revolution. Shall we therefore examine some of them?
Take Harold Wilkinson N;N.G., who holds 16 directorships within Shell, or Lord Bicester, who sits on Shell Transport and.Trad~

ing and also on.A.E.l., the Bank of England and six other boards, or Sir.Archi~
bald Forbes, who sits on Shell Transport and Trading,.English Electric, Dunlop
Rubber, Midland Bank, Spillers and other Boards, or the Hon. Peter Montefiore
Samuel, h.C., T.D.,of M. Ssyuel and Co. Ltd, (merchant bankers), Samuel Estates
Ltd., and half~a—dozen_other Boards, one of which is Shell. Managers — or capitalists? Shall we take the chairman of Shell —— John.Hugo London, whose fathe
I’
was the Governor General of the Dutch East Indies, whose uncle was the Dutch
Foreign.Minister -— this product Of the family which the "Observer" (29.1.61)
informs us has "in fact, become a kind of Shell Royal ”amily."
l

"we might turn to "The Ruling Class" by S. Aaronovitch for further evidence.
Here we see how the imperial, international nature of the British ruling class
—-an oligarchic power grouping—- has emerged from the capitalist class — a
grouping of finance capitalists.
.As.Aaronovitch mentions, "The system is dominated by power—groupings, many of which are composed of a linkage of joint—stcckbanks, insurance companies, investment trusts and great industrial and commercial enterprises -— the linkage being effected by'a small number of individual P
directors, who may thus be said to preside over a combination of functions and
who thereby acquire a good measure of control over a slice of capitalism's:
sphere of operations."
Such men are not managers.
.Again we can turn to “The Unholy Alliance". by Rosalynde Ainslie, produced by the Anti-Apartheid movement. How about Tanganyika Concessions: "Tanganyika Concessions performs an important function in southern Africa," writes
Continued on page 9
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Continued ITOE page 5 "A
zine, we have to sell political ideas these days, the same way as Tide and Surf
and other detergents.
T
_
Then there has been some preliminary publicity about your forthcoming
trip to Noscow.
.All good personal background stuff —— about the many times
you've visited the Soviet Union when.you were President of the Board of Trade
and when, some years ago, you went there as economic adviser to a big capitalist
timber firm, a sort of contact man, I suppose.
I was also impressed when I
read in "Time d Tide" how you became a close friend of Comrade Mikoyan, Deputy
Premier and First Secretary for Trade and Commerce.
Of course, he's
very
intellectual, but I'd watch him, Harold, because didn't he personally shoot
Beria in the back of the neck at the conclusion of a Soviet Cabinet meeting?
Yes, I'd keep an eye on him —— and I wouldn't accept any boxes of sweets while
you're there eitherlt
'
In conclusion, about that thumbs—up gesture you've decided on as "our
election sign. It's good, but, you know, people are funny -— Churchill didn't
do any goqd in his 1945 election, even with two fingers.
.And when Bro, Grundim
man gives the sign it reminds mo a bit of Norman Vaughan and the London Pallae
dium.
You see, you can't trust some people to give the sign correctly and it
is just possible the whole thing could create a most unfortunate impression.
So just keep little things like that in mind, Harold, and I'm quite confident that soon I'll be writing to you at No.10 and that your name will be im»
mortalised up the spout with the rest of them.
.
A

y

Yours fraternally,
Jimmy'liggins.

S T El\/IENT
The Oxford anarchists wish to state their belief that

I

a free society must necessarily be a non-violent society;
a non-violent society can only be achieved by non-violent means;
violence is by its very nature authoritarian;
actions such as pushing through police cordons cannot succeed
in.bringing home to anyone, and especially not to the police,
that violence is unnecessary. They can only strengthen those

.

c

who at present see themselves as our opponents in their belief
that police violence is justifiable.
I

Oxford

8th May, 1965
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It was not possible for the workers of Portugal to strike on.May'1st,
but in Lisbon the factory workers demonstrated in the evening, as soon as the
works hooters sounded.
Instead of going home to supper, they gathered sin
the city centre, where they stoned the offices of the Government newspaper,
I
;Diariomde Hoticias.
Semi-military riot police were out and fired at the
crowd, killing a young Workman,
In the early hours of that day (reports the Guardian) a car with four
occupants"was chased by one carrying members of the Fascist "Portuguese Legion"
One Fascist fired into the car as it stopped and killed a woman passenger, The
Fascists took the other persons to police headquarters.
All three were released; it seems there was no evidence against them and they were the wrong
persons,
The Fascists were not arrested.
‘I

J
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GEORGETOWN, BlITISHiGUIANA.i
p V
r
In this country, where 50,000 workers have been on
strike since mideapril, Hay Day was celebrated. The strike is against they
Labour Relations Bill of tho "Progressive" Government, which seeks to abolish S
the free unions and substitute State unions in the pattern of the Russian State
unions and the Nazi Labour Front.
The strikers had stayed at home during the
first two weeks, to avoid police provocation, but on May lst the Trades Union
Congress held mass meetings,
_
Premier Dr, Jagan broaan attaJ
on "the monsters who are holding
Cl: O ast
back a return to work, fem, suspect and h Z-‘JO H‘r."'‘eful."
Jagan is the local Stalin,
"His cabinet admit that they also intend to worsen the conditions of State employees.

""“"“"'"'"'"'""
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S p
May Day here was oelebtated, not in its old form by the march of free
workers, demonstrating against tyranny and militarism, but by a monster military parade, more monster than ever,
Even.more horrifying than the parade
of nuclear missiles were the official photographs of the packed ranks of armed,
steel—helmeted soldiers, goosestopping across Red Square, faces set each in
the same stony manner, without expression, human or animal. Thus, in the_play
BUR, Capek's robots advanced against humanity,
May Day should be for peace
and universal fraternity
Continued on page l2
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Twentyefive hour work week for electrical workers in New York has not
resulted in lots of highlyepaid overtime, it is reported today.
Instead,
more than 800 out—cf-work electricians have regained full-time jobs. Daily
_§§p£§§§, May 16th, 1965
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Rosalynde.Ainslie, "connecting Belgian and Anglo-American groups financially, H
She writes, "Tanks has more influential British directors than.ary other (of
the companies discussed): Lord Robins; Captain Waterhouse, the chairman.(Sues
rebel); Lord Selbourne and Sir Ulick.Alexander and —— of course -— H. Oppenheimer." Lord Robins is chairman of the British South Africa Company and on
the board of directors of Barclays (one of the two most important banks in
SOuth@Tn.Africa). Oppenheimer is chairman of African.EXplosives (owned half
by I.C,I,, half by lo Beers with Paul Chambers, chairman of I.C.I. being its
deputy chairman). A director of the British South Africa Company appointed
Mr, Macmillan as Prime Minister -— the Marquis of Salisbury. These men are
not managers; yet they control and rule,
.1
r
Might I end by quoting from Wihite Collar" by C. Wright Mills (a "diseaseC'
Marxist), a man who rejects the "managerial revolution" and who considers companies are still run in the interests of private property. (Even in those cases
where managers do sit on the Board of directors, they "must feel in unity,
politically and statusewise, with the (property owners‘) class and its source
of wealth
_
,
r s
~
"Capitalism", writes Laurens Otter, "has given way to a new class interest."
Mo it hasn t, it has absorbed and used the new class of managers.
J I15; I
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ALL PART 0F THE SERVICE" A businessman from Rochdale, Lancashire, had a two
mmﬂmmmmmﬂﬂnﬂm
coach diesel train to himself yesterday when British
Railways ran a “special” from Rochdale to Manchester on his behalf, ('The man
ked.arrived at Rochdale station to catch a train. to Manchester, but the platform indicators were out of order because of new painting.,.the train arrived
and left, leaving him waiting on the wrong platform.
He told the authorities
that it was essentiam he should get to Manchester to catch a plane.
jghe
_Qua§dian - on the day Beechingis Pl n was announcedl
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Express Dairy Ltd., London has started a “work study" attack on its
engineering workers engaged on machinery repairs, using the stopwatch technique to prove that fewer men can do more work,
In this firm most of the
engineering staff are, like the dairy workers, organised in the Transport and
General Workors"Union "which approves of timing by stopwatch.

At the Ruislip (Middlesex) depot, where 10 fitters, h mates and two
groasors were employed, the watchers "discovered" that the work of the mates
and greasers could be done by the fitters, so that l0, instead of 16 men are
new employed in that department.
The "redundant" six have been given temp.orary'work, as holiday relief dairy labourers.
‘He sadly add that the men
collaborated in this stopwatch inquisition.
,0;
The electricians, four in number, refused to play ball. For workers to
do other than.vigorously oppose the stopwatch is like a condemned man collabcrating with his own executioner.
_
I
_ 0f the l0 fitters at Ruislip who had been ordered to do the work of the
two greasers, S submitted, but 2 refused.
0n the 21st May these two were

informed they must agree to do so in 2h hours or be sacked.
On the 22nd they
still refused and were given their cards and a weeks"wagos in lieu of notice.
1

1.
.L

T 0n the 25rd a lightning strike of maintenance workers hit the firm. The
time of the strike was kept secret from the management and the act was a complete surprise,
The engineering workers, fitters, mates, greasers, machin~
ists and storemen in five depots, Cricklewood, Morden, Bromley, Ruislip and
'Membley engineering shop came out solidly and went on picket.
In one case
the boilermen joined them, in another an air compressor failure occured and
in another place an electrical failure,
'
vhfter two hours tho strikers threatened to withdraw all boilermen. .At
Cricklowood a boiler foroman.was brought in to blackleg if this happened. The
management asked the dairymons shop steward what his attitude would be if a
blacklog was brought in, "Oh, bring him in, bring him in," was the answer, I
"but of course you'll get no more milk when he stops into the boiler room."

After 5%-hours of strike the firm capitulatod and reinstated the two
fitters.

0f course, this is only tho first round, but it's good to start

with.a lead in points
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General Franco has reason to be very grateful to those tourists that
go to Spain for their holidays, for in spite of grand Economic Plans and all
that, the only thing that enables Franco to achieve a favourable Balance of

Payments is the income in foreign.currenoy derived from tourism. The Spanish
economy is run soley for the benefit of Franco and his gang of thieves --Bahamonde, the brothers.Araujo, the brothers Sanchez-Guerra, Rotaeche and
others, (mind you there are still some juicy pickings left for foreign capitalists) but this rapacious bunch are so grotesquely inefficient, even by normal
capitalist standards, that the only thing that stops the whole ramshackle economy from bursting apart at the seams is the income from tourists. _
as Since Franco and his collaborators in the European tourist agencies discovered the appeal that the Spanish Mediterranean resorts have for European
tourists when coupled with the extremely favourable rate of exchange (the prices
don‘t look so sweet on a Spanish workingemanis pay packet) they started to exploit the tourist trade to the full. In 1959 Spain had a million.tourists, by
1961 this figure had doubled, while this year it is estimated that 10 million
people will visit Spain!
Franco will spare no effort to bring in the valuable
foreign currency; To this end he has employed a P;R,0, — one E,D. (Toby)0TBrien
to persuade British people to take their holidays in Spain.
0'Bri-en (who is
late of the Conservative Party Central Office) is not a man to take on just
any old account, oh no, his accounts all have to be politically ‘reliable’ e.g.
Portugal and Union.Miniere. It is a wonder that Mosley, Andrew Fontaine (who
after all fought for Franco) and Colin Jordan haven't availed themselves of
his services.
I'm sure that Toby would offer them cut-rates for the job.
Despite the rationalisations about some of the tourist mone filtering
down to the Spanish workers the fact remains that the prime beneficiary is
the regime.
This income enables the regime not only to prop up its economy
but to equip and maintain its army amd police force without which Franco could
not exist,
'
'
C
If 10 million tourists visit Spain this summer every single one of them
will be contributing to the upkeep of the vilost regime in Western.Europe. The
Consejo Iberco do Liboracion asksyou to make sure that you are not one of them
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vaccording to the Seattle Times, some 10,000 engineering employees of
the Boeing Company at the Seattle plant were told by their association they
should go through picket lines in the event the planned.Aero Mechanics’
strike takes place,
About 2,500 of the engineers in.the Seattle Boeing plant are members

of the.Association.
.About a55 of the 1,200 in the company's Wichita plant
are in the Association there.
The Seattle and*lichita engineers have identical contracts, both with
no strikes clauses.
r

The instructions to cross picketlines, "as long as there is no danger of
being subjected to physical violence," also contain a provision that thay are
not to perform any work normally done by the strikers.
Is this solidarity ?
‘
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continued from page 8

MAY DAY, IN rm; awn; ..._*":t"'""""_..___;...__._.'"""*"'""““......l_.-.
LONDON

The Syndicalist*Morkers' Federation is determined to revive the cele-'
bration of May Day on May lstLast year, with the aid of London.Anarchists
and other friends, we held a successful meeting in Hyde Park, flying the redand—black flags of the International. ~
G
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This year we agreed to demonstrate again, but from early morning rain
fell heavily.
"Apres moi lo deluge", said the 18th Century aristo, not us.

The deluge was with us —— all day. But we gathered in Hyde Park, damp
enthusiastic.
'Me'll be there next year — on May lst
o
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Printedqd Published by Bill Christopher,
Eh, Cumberland Rd.,
for the Syndicalist Workers Federation.
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